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Getting Started 
1. You can access the reporting form at https://extension.org/immunization  

 

 
2. Look under the Quick Links heading and Reporting subheading for the Activity 2 Reporting form 

on that web page.  

 
 

3. When you click on Activity 2 Reporting, you will be prompted to input your project password. 
The password for this form is excitea2. 
 
 

 
 
If multiple members of your project will enter data, they need to use the same password to 
access your project’s reporting form. Individual projects can decide who and how many team 
members are involved in reporting. The Project PI is ultimately responsible for complete and 
accurate reporting.  

https://extension.org/immunization


4. When completing the reporting form, you can save the form at any point and return to it later. If 
you save and leave your form, you will receive an email with a link that will allow you to pick up 
where you left off. 

 

Reporting Elements 
1. To begin your report, select your project name from the dropdown list.  

 

2. The second item in the form ask, “What would you like to do today?” If you are completing the  
first quarterly report, you will answer questions that only have to be completed one time. These 
questions relate to your project and institution’s contact information and descriptors of your 
project’s priority population.  

 

Changes to your project’s information can be made by clicking the third radio button listed 
under the question, “What would you like to do today?”   

  



3. When providing information on your priority population, be specific with your selection of the 
age range, where your priority population lives, race, ethnicity, and other salient descriptors. On 
many of these items, you can select more than one option. The age question contains a slide bar 
question, where you can move each end of the line to match your desired range. In the 
following example, the age demographic of the priority population is between 30 and 80 years 
old. 
 

 
4. When reporting academic institution partners, you will select the name of the collaborating 

institution from a dropdown list and designate each respective partner existing before the 
development of your EXCITE Activity 2 funded project or new as a result of your EXCITE Activity 
2 funded project.  



5. For healthcare or other community partners, type in each organization’s name, not the name of 
individual collaborators. You can add more organizational partners by clicking the plus sign (+) 
under the Organization box. You do not have to enter partner information each quarter. 
Throughout the project, use the quarterly report to identify new partners. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COVID-19 Immunization Education  
COVID-19 immunization education project efforts should be reported in the COVID-19 Immunization 
Education section. In this section, community assessment procedures, educational campaign 
implementation, and market research related to COVID-19 immunization education should be reported. 
These three sections represent the key iterative processes to be completed by pilot projects. Efforts 
focused on adult immunizations other than COVID-19 will be reported in a later section of the reporting 
form and should not be reported in this section.  

1. You will be asked if a community assessment was completed during the quarter.  Some quarters, 
you may not complete a community assessment. If you report that a community assessment was 
implemented in quarter, follow-up questions will appear. 

 

 
2. By selecting the “yes” response, you will be asked to report which community assessment 

approaches were used. For each community assessment approach selected, you will get a follow-
up question that asks for the number of times the approach was used. In the following example, 
the approach of online surveys is being reported, and the pertinent follow-up question is 
displayed. 



 
3. Next, you will be asked if the educational campaign was implemented during the quarter.  Some 

quarters, you may not implement the educational campaign. If you report that the educational 
campaign was implemented, follow-up questions will appear.  

 

4. By selecting the “yes” response, you will be asked to identify which educational engagement 
activities were implemented.  For each selected project engagement activity, you will get a follow-
up question that asks the number of activities (for example, event/s, post/s, clinic/s) provided and 
the reach of the selected activity. For this project, reach is the number of individuals who engaged 
in a select activity. Reach will be reported for each selected activity. For virtual live event, in-
person event, and vaccination clinic, reach must be reported by the county(ies) where the event 
took place. The number of individuals vaccinated will also be captured for vaccination clinic.  



 
In the following example, a vaccination clinic is being reported. Boxes to report reach and 
county appear under the activity item. You must type the county name and add counties to the 
list by clicking the plus sign (+) under County Name Box.  

 
Again, you will only report reach per county for virtual live event, in-person event, and vaccination 
clinic. And you will only report the number of individuals vaccinated for vaccination clinic. 

 
 
 



5. A series of open-ended questions are presented at the end of this section. Two of the questions 
are presented in the following screenshot.  
 

Notice the first question is about lessons learned, and the second question is related to challenges 
experienced, such as problems encountered during the implementation of the campaign.  
 

6. The next section asks about market research completed during a quarter. Notice, here we are 
interested in completed research, not research in progress. We understand that completing 
market research could take more than one quarter and that you will not complete market 
research each quarter. If you report that market research was completed, follow-up questions will 
appear.  

 

 
7. By selecting the “yes” response, you will be asked to identify which market research activities 

were used.  For each selected activity, you will get a follow-up question that asks the number of 
times the market research activity was used. In the following example, virtual focus groups and 
online surveys are reported, and pertinent follow-up questions are displayed. 



 
 

8. The next question in this section asks about barriers experienced during the market research. 
Notice this question is related to market research activities and is not related to challenges to pilot 
project implementation, which should have been reported in a previous section. A list of 
commonly experienced barriers is provided, but additional ones can be included in a text box.  



  

 
9. A series of open-ended questions are presented at the end of this section. For example, the 

following screenshot is one open-ended question about applying findings from market research to 
future iterations of your educational campaign.  

 

 

  



10. COVID-19 immunization education projects will report results observed. In the first quarterly 
report, projects will identify which results they plan to evaluate. In subsequent quarterly reports, 
projects will select results observed through project efforts. The option of “no results to report at 
this time” will be provided and should be used if results have not been observed in a quarter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Other Adult Immunization Education  
Other adult immunization education projects will report on their community assessment procedures, 
educational campaign implementation, and market research. These three sections represent the key 
iterative processes to be completed by pilot projects. As the following screenshot illustrates (note red 
arrow), the target adult immunizations of these projects will need to be identified. Linked here are the 
CDC-recommended adult immunizations. 

 

 
1. You will be asked if a community assessment was completed during the quarter.  Some quarters, 

you may not complete a community assessment. If you report that a community assessment 
was implemented, follow-up questions will appear.  

 
 

2. By selecting the “yes” response, you will be asked to report which community assessment 
approaches were used. For each community assessment approach selected, you will get a 
follow-up question that asks for the number of times the approach was used. An in-person 
community listening session is being reported in the following example, and the pertinent 
follow-up question is displayed. 

https://secure-web.cisco.com/1QjyyNK5pfgpCXS8NPBk3NWe8FUGBpSm2HWL-C2fnBwILPqI02XyMvdoiYgUHEe3mv3JwlotpekyanMfT4HgLK6Y_HmJQ7i8wmpbHTMCPYqeFFp9v86nMkn3i05ZyYExCvCtW4UhKG2rZN8_n5wUrn24lMSKgLx-KIF1RITUJ7fIEJ-D2qAOGsc3BZKOVZrFXFbkMgZCk89GCtmL-1N2gu7gLOKsC0qD_X1VqNblXmKnAzAIzlxYrdld06kbs0NdZ3aWD3lJdozxvpCNK8N-UaA57T5evSyECA1Bi0bjDQ_ujLoEzTHNW9ZJfAOFrmb3G/https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cdc.gov%2Fvaccines%2Fschedules%2Fhcp%2Fimz%2Fadult.html


 

 
3. Next, you will be asked if the educational campaign was implemented during the quarter.  Some 

quarters, you may not implement the educational campaign. If you report that the educational 
campaign was implemented, follow-up questions will appear.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
4. In the following example, a vaccination clinic is being reported. Boxes to report reach and 

county appear under the activity item. You must type the county name and add counties to the 
list by clicking the plus sign (+) under County Name Box.  You will only report reach per county 
for virtual live event, in-person event, and vaccination clinic. And you will only report the 
number of individuals vaccinated for vaccination clinic. 
 

 



5. A series of open-ended questions are presented at the end of this section. Two of the questions 
are presented in the following screenshot. 
 

Notice the first question is about lessons learned and the second question is related to challenges 
experienced, such as problems encountered, during campaign implementation.  
 

6. The next section asks about market research completed over the quarter. Notice, here we are 
interested in completed research, not research in progress. We understand that completing 
market research could take more than one quarter and that you will not complete market 
research each quarter. If you report that market research was completed, follow-up questions will 
appear.  

 

 
7. By selecting the “yes” response, you will be asked to identify which market research activities 

were used.  For each selected activity, you will get a follow-up question that asks the number of 
times the market research activity was used. In the following example, virtual focus groups are 
being reported, and the pertinent follow-up question is displayed. 
 



 
8. The next question in this section asks about barriers experienced during the market research. 

Notice this question is related to market research activities and is not related to challenges to 
pilot project implementation, which should have been reported in a previous section. A list of 
commonly experienced barriers is provided, but additional ones can be included in a text box.  
 



 

 
9. A series of open-ended questions are presented at the end of this section. Some of the open-

ended questions are presented in the following screenshot.  
 

 

  



10. Other adult immunization education projects will report the results observed. In the first 
quarterly report, projects will identify which results they plan to evaluate. In subsequent 
quarterly reports, the project will select results observed through project efforts. The option of 
“no results to report at this time” will be provided and should be used if results have not been 
observed in a quarter.   

 
 
 

  



Assets  
1. You can upload educational campaign products (assets) that you DEVELOP or ADOPT for EXCITE 

Activity 2. If you indicate that you have assets to report, you will be prompted to identify the 
asset type and upload that asset and any related digital links. The example below illustrates 
reporting items related to assets DEVELOPED. Items for assets ADOPTED are identical to these. 
You only need to report project assets once. There is no need to report on the same asset in 
multiple quarterly reports.  

 

  



2. The last item of the form asks you to describe how your project successfully promotes the 
uptake of COVID-19 vaccines. The question provides the opportunity for you to summarize your 
project’s success story.  

 

Submitting Your Report 
1. Your report is not final until you click the green Submit button on the final reporting screen. 
2. Once you submit the report, you will receive an email confirmation that your quarterly report 

was successfully submitted, along with a PDF copy of your report. Katie Stofer, EXCITE Assistant 
Project Director, will also receive a confirmation email.  
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